This paper presents a novel parallel manipulator with one translational and two rotational (1T2R) degrees of freedom that can be employed to form a five-degree-of-freedom hybrid kinematic machine tool for large heterogeneous complex structural component machining in aerospace field. Compared with serial or parallel machine, hybrid machine has the merits of high stiffness, high speed, large workspace, and complicated surface processing ability. To increase stiffness, three-degree-of-freedom redundantly actuated and overconstrained 2PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator (P denotes the active prismatic joint) is proposed, which is utilized as the main body of hybrid machine. By resorting to the screw theory, the degree of freedom of the proposed mechanism is briefly addressed including the initial configuration and general configuration and validated by Grübler-Kutzbach (G-K) equation. Next, kinematic inverse solution and parasitic motion of the parallel manipulator are deduced and the transformational relations between the Euler angle and Tilt-Torsion (T-T) angle are identified. Thirdly, the performance evaluation index of orientation workspace is introduced, and the reachable workspace and joint workspace are formulated. Through specific examples, the reachable workspace, task workspace, and joint workspace of the redundant actuation parallel manipulator are depicted. Compared with overstrained 2PRU-PRS parallel manipulator, corresponding analyses illustrate that the proposed parallel manipulator owns much better orientation capability and is very meaningful to the development of the five-axis hybrid machine tool.
Introduction
Parallel kinematic manipulator tools were claimed to possess the inherent advantages such as high stiffness, high loading capability, high precision, low error accumulation, quick response speed, and high orientation capability. However, parallel manipulators suffer inherently from the unfavorable workspace. Therefore, it is of crucial significance to have a larger workspace so as to satisfy the working capability [1, 2] . While the three-axis NC machine has more advantages in large workspace and good dexterity, however, it is only suitable for simple surface or small parts processing [3, 4] . The five-axis series CNC machine, adding two-degreeof-freedom rotating head attached to its mobile platform or two-degree-of-freedom rotary tables on the three-axis machine, can maintain the favourable orientation, but often scarified certain workspace, and may cause poor precision and stiffness by increasing the length of the actuator to enlarge the workspace [5, 6] . So there is a contradiction between workspace and precision and stiffness for free surface machining by using the traditional series or parallel machine tool, and they cannot be able to satisfy requirements of the high speed milling for large heterogeneous complex surface in aerospace. At present, many complicated freedom surfaces are still milling manually, which inevitably has high cost, low efficiency, and long cycle, and the process not only depends heavily on the expertise and experience of the operators, but also requires much attention be given to processing; what is more, it is difficult to obtain high quality machining surface [7] . So it is of importance to explore a design approach for solving the required reachable workspace to envelope the task workspace, which will offer an ideal solution for machining [8] .
Hybrid kinematic machine is expected to integrate the respective merits of pure serial and parallel machine, which has bigger workspace and better dynamic performance, higher precision and higher rigidity, more complicated surface processing ability, and more flexible orientation capability and has been successfully employed as machine tools and robots for high speed milling, drilling, and welding in aerospace and automotive industry for free surface processing, as well as assembly operations of aluminum structural parts [9] . It has been demonstrated practically by very successful applications such as a typical Sprint Z3 mechanism [10] , Tricept hybrid machine tool [11] , and Exechon hybrid machine tool [12] . In many practical applications, to increase the workspace of the three-degree-of-freedom parallel manipulator, we can add one or two long tracks. Simultaneously, to improve the orientation adjusting ability of the end effector, one can attach two-or three-degreeof-freedom rotating head and then form a multi-degree-offreedom hybrid machine tool with large workspace and high stiffness, as well as high orientation capability [13, 14] .
Hybrid machine tool underwent fast improvements and drew particular interests for numerous researchers, since they satisfy the increasing demanding task requirements of many various applications such as in machine tools, assembly lines, and high speed machining used in automotive, railway, and construction industries. For instance, the German DS Technologie launched five-axis machining center Ecospeed spindle for aircraft structure components with complex geometries, and the spindle head was mounted on the end effector of parallel manipulator, which can realize rotation about the x-and y-axis and translation along z-axis, and translation in X and Y direction can be realized by two very long tracks [15] . Wang et al. [16] have proposed a 3-SPR parallel mechanism which forms the main body of a 5-DOF hybrid manipulator especially designed for high speed machining in the aircraft industry. A five-axis hybrid machine has been developed to realize lapping and milling for large complex structure component surface, and it is generated by serially adding a 2-DOF A/C-axis head to the coupling threedegree-of-freedom 3RPS parallel manipulator in terms of two rotations and one translation [17, 18] . Hao et al. [19] came up with a novel two-degree-of-freedom parallel manipulator, incorporated a two-degree-of-freedom rotating head with A and C axis arrangement, and supplemented a mobile platform, which can form a gantry type five-axis hybrid machine tool to provide five-DOF movement capabilities. Huang et al. [20] put forward a practical 5-DOF hybrid reconfigurable manipulator module called Trivariant and built a variety of equipment to complete high speed milling for large aluminum structural components and complex molds. Wu et al. [21] have studied the three-degree-offreedom redundant actuation parallel manipulator, increased the freedom of movement and rotation in the worktable, and applied it to the five-degree-of-freedom hybrid machine tool to perform machining.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. The research background of hybrid parallel machine tools and traditional serial-parallel machines is presented firstly. In the subsequent section, the required degree of freedom for high speed milling machining of large heterogeneous complex freedom surface is briefly addressed, and a redundantly actuated and overconstrained 2PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator configuration is presented and selected as the main body of the hybrid machine tool. Afterward, the degree of freedom of the proposed parallel manipulator was analyzed including initial configuration and general configuration based on the screw theory, and the modified Grübler-Kutzbach (G-K) equation was utilized to verify the correctness for the degree of freedom. Then, the kinematic inverse position and transformational relation between Z-Y-X Euler angle and Tilt-Torsion (T-T) angle are performed. Next, based on the inverse position analysis and constraint conditions, the limit boundary searching algorithms and flowchart are introduced in detail. In the subsequent section, the parasitic motion of the parallel manipulator was carried out by numerical examples; simultaneously, the orientation workspace analysis of the parallel manipulator is performed and the reachable workspace, the task workspace, and the joint workspace of the parallel manipulator are intuitively depicted by using computer code programming. Finally, this article is concluded in "Conclusions" section.
Design Requirements and Configuration of Hybrid Machine

Function Requirement Analysis.
The purpose of this paper is to design a hybrid machine tool used in the aerospace field for a large heterogeneous free surface high speed milling; the workpiece magnitude is shown in Figures 1 and 2 , whose span in x-axis is 3000mm and in y-axis is 3600mm, the total length of z-axis is 9400mm, and the feed stroke of the end face in Z direction is 700mm, because the workpiece can only be placed flat and cannot be stood; therefore, the first condition of the overall layout selection of horizontal hybrid machine tool should be considered. In order to achieve the desired machining effects, the machine tool and surface normal are kept reasonable in the process of surface milling, so the machine tool should have at least five degrees of freedom, including three translational degrees and two rotational degrees. The latter is much more important than the former when it comes to perform three-dimensional milling [22] . Limit rotation angles (i.e., , ) between the tool and the surface during the curved surface machining are shown in Figures 1 and 2 .
According to the characteristics of the curve surface, five relative motion between the surface and the cutter are processed, the x-and y-axis motion are configured by the ball screw motion unit in series to satisfy the requirements of large workspace, and translation along z-axis and two rotations that are perpendicular to the z-axis are completed by parallel manipulator to meet the stiffness and orientation requirement of the tool. If the movements are achieved via traditional feed unit and orientation rotating head, then it cannot guarantee stiffness and accuracy of the machine owing to its cantilever. The specific design requirements are as follows:
(a) Absolute position accuracy: parallel manipulator configuration instead of traditional series configuration can reduce error accumulation.
(b) Normal precision: the parallel manipulator has good orientation capability to ensure the normal contact between the normal of free surface and machine tool point, so as to keep its normal position precision.
(c) Workspace: workspace is generated by adopting compound spherical joint to increase orientation workspace and serial X-Y long tracks to expand the position workspace of the hybrid machine tool.
(d) High stiffness: hybrid machine tool will produce heavy cutting force in the high speed machining process, so as to maintain higher machining accuracy, and the machine tool should be able to bear the heavy force and resist the external force deformation. Thus, the parallel manipulator should have higher stiffness characteristics.
(e) High quality: the high orientation capability of parallel manipulator is employed instead of manual milling, which is beneficial to ensure the machining quality.
According to the above processing requirements, the parallel manipulator tool requires high stiffness and good orientation capability for the high speed machining of the free surface. Considering development trend of the hybrid machine tool, a five-axis hybrid machine tool can be constructed by adopting 1T2R three-degree-of-freedom parallel manipulator with two long X-Y tracks, which is the best choice to realize the machining task requirements.
Configuration Design of the 1T2R Mechanism.
It is configuration innovation of the 1T2R three degrees of freedom that is the kernel of the hybrid machine tool. In order to complete the surface process with high efficiency and high precision, it is of crucial importance and significance for novel 1T2R lower-degree of freedom parallel manipulator with high stiffness, large workspace, and high orientation capability. There is an abundance of research on 1T2R mechanism. Kong and Li [23, 24] divided the 1T2R parallel manipulator into three categories, one of which is PU configuration parallel manipulator, second kind of which is UP configuration parallel manipulator with coupling between rotation and movement, and the third is RPR configuration parallel manipulator, which can eliminate the coupling of rotation and movement and have certain space axis. Li et al. [25] pointed out that a class of one translation and two rotation DOFs parallel manipulator called [PP]S configuration mainly include 3-PRS, 3-RPS, 3-RRS, and 3-PPS. Wang et al. [26] presented the 3-PUU parallel manipulator with rotational and translational coupling degrees of freedom; the difference between proposed mechanism and the 3PRS parallel manipulator is that the former did not have the spherical joint, but yet possesses much larger rotation angle and higher precision. Cui et al. [27] designed a 3RPS parallel manipulator with compound spherical joint that can increase the rotation angle. Li et al. [28] proposed a novel overconstrained parallel manipulator 2RPU&SPR, the degree of freedom was analyzed based on the screw theory, and kinematic inverse position and Jacobian matrix were derived. Yan et al. [29] introduced a comparison study of the kinematics characteristics of two overconstrained 2-RPU&SPR parallel manipulators. Xie et al. [30] conducted performance comparison analysis including motion force transmission performance, parasitic motion, and orientation capability of two overconstrained 2PRU-PRS and 2PRU-UPR parallel manipulator. Pashkevich [31] demonstrated that the overconstrained parallel manipulator can effectively improve the stiffness characteristic of the mechanism.
To increase the workspace of the parallel manipulator, enhance the kinematics performance of the machine tool, and improve the stiffness characteristic and dynamic characteristic, this paper adopts the redundantly actuated and overconstrained 2PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator with compound spherical joint as the main body of the hybrid machine tool. Simultaneously, to obtain a high rotation angle, using single limb double redundantly actuated technology, with two long X-Y tracks to form a 5-axis hybrid machine tool, it can be applied to machining for a large complex heterogeneous surface, and the overall structural concept is shown in Figure 3 .
Mobility Analysis of the 2PRU-PRPS Parallel Manipulator
Architecture Description of the 2PRU-PRPS Parallel
Manipulator. A novel redundantly actuated and overconstrained 2-PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator with compound spherical joint has been proposed in this paper, as shown in Figure 4 , which is composed of a moving platform, a fixed base, and two identical constrained PRU chains and one double actuated PRPS chain together connecting the moving and fixed base. And two of PRU chains are symmetrically arranged and are located in a plane; furthermore two revolute axes are parallel with each other, and the second revolute axes of two Hooke joints are coincident and perpendicular to the third revolute axis of spherical joint. The parasitic motion appears only in an axial direction. The parallel manipulator is actuated by four active prismatic joints, and three actuators are fixed at the base, which reduces the inertia of the parallel manipulator tool. The spindle head is mounted at the end of the moving platform to complete the high speed milling.
To facilitate analysis, a fixed coordinate system B-xyz is located at the center of the fixed base, and a moving coordinate system A-uvw is attached at the center of the moving platform, respectively. Let the middle point of hypotenuse 
, and (x 3 y 3 z 3 ), respectively. The layout angle of the fixed actuators is defined as , and the angle between B i joint and x-axis of the coordinate system B-xyz is .
Mobility Analysis of Initial Configuration.
Lowermobility parallel manipulators whose independent degrees of freedom of the end effector are usually less than six can be implemented in many applications. In order to determine the motion pattern of the redundantly actuated and overconstrained 2PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator, mobility analysis is indispensable, whereas it is necessary to analyze the constraint screw provided by each chain to the moving platform and comprehensively analyze the constraint type of the moving platform. It is assumed that the axes of the fixed coordinate system and the moving coordinate system are parallel to each other in the initial pose. Firstly, the first PRU limb is analyzed in the fixed coordinate system, and the twist screw of the chain can be expressed as 
where s and c are the abbreviation of sine and cosine, respectively. Employing reciprocal screw theory, the wrench system of (1) is obtained as where $ 1 represents a constraint force passing A 1 point and parallel to x-axis and $ 2 represents a constraint couple perpendicular to the fixed base.
Similarly, the twist screw of the second PRU limb is given by $ 12 = (0 0 0; 0 c s )
The wrench screw of (3) 
where $ 3 represents a constraint force passing point A 2 and parallel to the x-axis of the fixed coordinate system and $ 4 represents a constraint couple perpendicular to the fixed base.
The twist screw of the third PRPS limb is given by 
where l 3 and n 3 are direction cosines of the three prismatic joints in limb 3. The wrench screw of (5) is obtained as
where $ 5 represents a constraint force passing point A 3 and parallel to y-axis of the fixed coordinate system. The constraint screw of all the limbs acting on the moving platform can be obtained as 
It is worth noting that z 1 =z 2 =z 3 =z, and when the mechanism is initial configuration, the twist screw of the moving platform can be obtained by adapting the reciprocity of (7). 
where (8) represents the moving platform that is capable of rotation about x-and y-axes and translation along the z-axis.
Mobility Analysis of General Configuration.
Similarly, the twist screw of the first PRU limb is given in the fixed coordinate system by $ 11 = (0 0 0; 0 −c s )
where s i denotes the twist of the P joint and e i and f i represent the direction cosine of the second revolute axis of the Hooke joint of i limb. Then, the wrench screw of limb 1 is easily obtained as
where $ 1 represents a constraint force passing point A 1 and parallel to $ 21 ; $ 2 represents a constraint couple perpendicular to v and $ 31 . As previously mentioned, the twist screw of the second PRU limb can be expressed as $ 12 = (0 0 0; 0 c s )
The wrench screw of (11) is obtained as
where $ 3 represents a constraint force passing point A 2 and parallel to $ 22 ; $ 4 represents a constraint couple perpendicular to v and $ 32 .
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The twist screw of the third PRPS limb can be expressed as $ 63
where 1 = ( 1 1 − 1 3 )/ 1 , e 3 is a constant, and l 3 and n 3 represent the direction cosine of the third joint axis. Subsequently, the wrench screw of (13) can be expressed as
where $ 5 represents a constraint force passing point 3 and parallel to $ 23 . So far the constraint screw of the parallel manipulator can be expressed as 
In (17), $ 1 represents one rotational degree of freedom passing point A 3 and parallel to x-axis, $ 2 represents one rotational degree of freedom of the moving platform passing point A 2 and parallel to the v-axis, and $ 3 represents a translational degree of freedom that is perpendicular to the fixed base. There are two instantaneous rotation axes, one of which is a straight line passing point A 3 and parallel to the x-axis and another is v-axis, located in the moving platform, and they change with the motion of the moving platform. It is worth noting that the mechanism has the same constraint screw and the degree of freedom with the 2PRU-PRS parallel manipulator.
Generally, the degree of freedom of parallel manipulator can be calculated by the modified Grübler-Kutzbach (G-K) equations; that is,
where F represents the degree of freedom of the mechanism, represents the number of the components, represents the number of the kinematic joints, = 6− represents the order of the mechanism, i represents the degree of freedom of the ith kinematic joint, v represents the redundant constraints of the mechanism, and represents the local degree of freedom.
There was neither constraint couple in the same direction nor constraint force in collinearity among the constraint screw in the parallel manipulator; therefore, there is no common constraint, that is, = 0. Because there are only three linearly independent variables in the five-constraint screw of the parallel manipulator, therefore, the parallel manipulator has two redundant constraints, that is, V = 2. Because the parallel manipulator has no local degree of freedom, so = 0. We can see from the schematic of the mechanism that the number of the components is 6, the number of the kinematic joints is 10, and the relative freedom of all the kinematic joints in the mechanism is 14. Due to the introduction of redundant actuation, there are five linear correlations between the six-twist screw, so there is a local degree of freedom, that is, = 1 [32, 33] .
Thus, based on the revised Grübler-Kutzbach (G-K) equations, the degree of freedom of the 2PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator can be recalculated as follows: In summary, the redundantly actuated and overconstrained 2PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator has three degrees of freedom, i.e., two rotational degrees of freedom about xaxis and v-axis and one translational degree of freedom along z-axis.
Inverse Kinematics of the Parallel Manipulator
Position Inverse Analysis.
The inverse kinematics solution is based on the determination of the structural parameters of the parallel manipulator, when the position and orientation of the moving platform are given, so as to solve the input displacement of the prismatic joints. Z-Y-X Euler angles are adopted to describe orientation matrix of the moving coordinate system with respect to the fixed coordinate system, first rotating the moving coordinate about z-axis by angle , then about y-axis of the new coordinate system by angle , and finally about x-axis of the new coordinate system by angle . Thus, the orientation matrix R can be expressed as 
Because of the arrangement of revolute joint in PRU and PRPS limbs, the center of Hooke joints and spherical joint cannot move along the axis of the revolute joint, so the following constraint conditions can be structured as 
The close-loop vector method is used to establish the equation of vector A i B i in the fixed coordinate system B-xyz
Equation (24) squares on both sides; we arrange and obtain
Position inverse solution of the 2PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator about s i in (25) can be expressed as follows [34] .
where
, l 1 =l 2 =l, and l 3 is an extensible and compressible link.
Orientation Description of T-T Angle.
To better describe the orientation capability of the parallel manipulator, Liu and Bonev [35] pointed out that the [PP]S mechanism is three degrees of freedom with zero-torsion angle and systemically studied the relationships between different Euler angles and Tilt-Torsion (T-T) angle; that is, the orientation of the moving platform can be easily described as two variables: the azimuth angle and tilt angle. Therefore, T-T angle is a new orientation description method, which is usually more concise and more efficient to reflect the orientation capability of a class of 3-[PP]S mechanism compared with the description of Euler angles method. When the torsion angle is zero, the orientation matrix of T-T angle can be expressed as
Combining (20) and (27) , the T-T angles with zero-torsion can be converted to the Z-Y-X Euler angles via the following equation:
Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the relations between ( , , ) and ( , ), separately. The circle coordinate denotes azimuth , and radial coordinate denotes the tilt angle .
Orientation Workspace Analysis
The orientation workspace of parallel manipulator tool is an important performance index, which is the set of all practically feasible orientation of the moving platform. By analyzing the workspace, we can deduce the problem whether the expected machining range can be realized. The main analysis methods contain analytical method and numerical method; in this paper, the limit boundary searching method of reachable workspace was adopted, and the mechanism is divided into several single limbs, and the boundary of single limb space is obtained by using the surface enveloping theory; finally, the whole workspace of the mechanism is obtained by using the surface intersection technique. The difficulty of the hybrid machine tool workspace is to solve the workspace of parallel manipulator, while the workspace analysis of parallel manipulator is mainly to investigate the reachable workspace of the end effector. For 1T2R parallel manipulator, the workspace of the manipulator mainly considers the rotational capability about the x-axis and the v-axis and the translational capability along z-axis. Over the past decade, workspace was investigated by many scholars with different methods and algorithms. Referring to [36] , a discrete boundary searching method was implemented to calculate the workspace of parallel manipulator considering the driving constraint and joints constraint in the polar coordinate system. Pond [37] investigated reachable workspace and dexterous workspace of three parallel manipulators (including 3-PRS, 3-RPS, and Tricept) based on homogeneous Jacobian matrix condition number and conducted quantitative analysis on the workspace. Herrero et al. [38] solve the workspace of 2PRU-1PRS parallel manipulator based on the calculation of inverse kinematics and geometrical constraint and singularity constraint; what is more, they pointed out that maximum inscribed ball can be utilized to measure the workspace. Fu and Gao et al. [39] obtained the position workspace and orientation workspace of the parallel manipulator with decoupling three branches of six degrees of freedom by using a numerical searching method and chose the maximum inscribed cylinder and sphere envelope as the specified shade in the workspace.
Parameters Constraint Condition.
In the actual machining process of parallel manipulator tool, the following limitations should be considered.
(1) Limitations of the Actuated Joints s i
min ≤ ≤ max (29) where min and max represent the minimum and maximum stroke of active joint, respectively. Here, min = 0 and max = 650mm.
(2) Limitation of Redundantly Actuated Joint q 4
where min and max represent the minimum and maximum displacement of the second-stage active joint of the third limb, respectively. Here min = 900mm and max =1200mm. 
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(b) The Rotation Angle R 3i of the First Revolute Axis of the Hooke Joint
where 3min and 3max represent the minimum and maximum angle of the first revolute axis of the Hooke joint of the ith limb, respectively. Here 3min = /6 and 3max = . 
where 4min and 4max represent the minimum and maximum angles of the second revolute axis of the compound spherical joint, respectively. Here 4min = /9 and 4max = .
(4) Interference Constraints of the Kinematic Limb. Because the parallel manipulator once determines limitation of the revolute joint R, there is no interference between adjacent links, so the interference constraint cannot be taken into account.
(5) Singularity Configuration Constraint. The singularity configuration of the parallel manipulator will seriously affect the kinematic performance of the parallel manipulator, and those configurations should be avoided. So the rank of the constraint screw system is bound to be three; that is,
5.2. Workspace Algorithm. The orientation workspace of the manipulator tool is generated according to the structure parameters and constraint conditions of the parallel manipulator aforementioned. Based on the inverse position solution, the constraint conditions of each step are judged, respectively, and the detailed search algorithm is seen in the flowchart as shown as Figure 8 . If the condition is satisfied, the feasible points are recorded; on the contrary, the others are discarded. The singularity-free reachable workspace and task workspace of the 2PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator have been generated by adopting Matlab programming. Simultaneously, a series of displacement of the active prismatic joint can be obtained, whose set is called joint workspace.
Application Examples and Performance Analysis
Numerical examples are presented to verify the validity of the theory, and its main structure parameters of the redundant actuation parallel manipulator are as follows (unit: mm). The fixed base radius is b=600, the moving platform radius is a=300, the length of limbs is l 1 =l 2 =1045, 900 ≤ 3 ≤ 1200, and the search range of the workspace is −4 /9 ≤ ≤ 4 /9, − /2 ≤ ≤ /2, 900 ≤ ≤ 1600, − /4 ≤ ≤ 0, and − /6 ≤ ≤ /6, in terms of the relationships between Euler angle and T-T angle, the range of T-T angle is derived as 0 ≤ ≤ 2 , 0 ≤ ≤ 90 ∘ , and the figures are drawn in the cylindrical coordinate system for convenience.
Kinematic Analysis.
Because the redundantly actuated and overconstrained parallel manipulator has a parasitic motion in direction, the relation mapping between | | and ( , ) is drawn in Figure 9 by (23).
Performance Analysis of Orientation Workspace.
To illustrate the analysis process of the orientation workspace comprising reachable workspace, task workspace, and joint workspace, the novel parallel manipulator proposed has been taken as an example. By adopting a numerical searching method aforementioned, the reachable workspace and task workspace of the redundantly actuated and overconstrained parallel manipulator are generated as shown in Figure 10 ; in other words, the machine tool will possess a workspace, encasing a specified task workspace. The results show that the manipulator can translate 900mm to 1600 mm along z-axis, rotate 0 ∘ to 360 ∘ about , and rotate 0 ∘ to 90 ∘ about . By specifying the value of the q 4 (that is link length of l 3 ), we can get a surface in three-dimensional joint workspace (s 1 ,s 2 ,s 3 ) formed by the three prismatic joints. And the surface contains all the possible actuated parameters which affect the motion of the moving platform. Figure 11 shows the joint workspace when q 4 =1150mm, which gives us information that various constraints can result in a set of unreachable points and implies that the capability of motions can be efficiently utilized.
The reachable workspace of the proposed parallel manipulator and the overconstrained 2PRU-PRS parallel manipulator, with the same degree of freedom, is illustrated in Figure 12 . To facilitate analysis, the same search space is used for comparison of the overconstrained 2PRU-PRS parallel manipulator and the proposed parallel manipulator. The result shows that the redundant actuation parallel manipulator has a larger workspace and much higher orientation rotation capability than the 2PRU-PRS parallel manipulator. Therefore, it is feasible to select the redundantly actuated and overconstrained 2PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator as the main body of the hybrid machine tool and is very meaningful to the development of the five-axis hybrid machine tool.
Conclusions
In this paper, a novel serial-parallel hybrid kinematic machine tool with high stiffness, high orientation capability, and large workspace has been presented, which is a combination of 1T2R parallel manipulator and two long X-Y tracks and can be applied to high speed machining of a large heterogeneous complex freedom surface in the aerospace field.
The mobility of proposed redundantly actuated and overconstrained 2PRU-PRPS parallel manipulator has been detailed and analyzed based on the screw theory and Grübler-Kutzbach (G-K) equations, and the correctness of analysis method is verified. The inverse kinematic position and parasitic motion of the derived parallel manipulator have been sequentially analyzed, and the relationship between Z-Y-X Euler angle and Tilt-Torsion (T-T) angle is briefly expressed.
The orientation workspace, the performance evaluation index, can serve as an alternative for the description of the orientation capability. Compared with overstrained 2PRU-PRS parallel manipulator, the corresponding results illustrate that the redundant actuation parallel manipulator can effectively increase the workspace and potentially improve its orientation capability, which lays a theoretical foundation for the stiffness analysis and optimal design of the parallel manipulator in the future work.
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